Sultry Superheroes 1 - Night Patrol (Hero Villain Erotic Fantasy Parody)
(Pearls Sultry Superheroes)

While working in his position as a Lab
Assistant Ricks co-workers switch his
drink for a concoction that gives people
super powers. Ricks body changes and his
love juice now has the ability to give super
powers to anyone when havng sex. Ricks
roommates, Nikita and Dolly, are the first
subjects on a night when they decide to act
out some items from their sexual bucket
lists on Rick. Now all three have
superpowers. Unfortunately, one of them is
not acting very responsibly with their new
power.
Nikita and Dolly are discussing
their respective superhero costumes when
the subject of Rick comes up. Apparently,
Rick is now a man about town hooking up
with everyone and everything giving
everyone he has sex with superpowers.
Nikita and Dolly decide that draining Rick
is the best way to keep his magic rod from
making any more superheroes. Another
threesome is in order with Nikita, dressed
up as Mistress Orgasmia, ruining orgasm
after orgasm. Bimbo Dolly participates
making sure Rick is well satisfied in other
ways. At the gym, Vance is working out
setting a new PR with his buddy Charlie
while Allison tries to get his attention. In
the library, Dewy is walking between the
stacks of books thinking about the last man
she brought back to the library after closing
for a little night reading. Nikita wants to go
out on the town fighting crime as a
superhero and convinces Rick to come
along. Little do they know, but the librarian
turns into the sexy crime fighting librarian
Dewy Deci once the library closes. Vance
is out fighting crime as his alter ego, Vigor,
along with his sidekick Chum. Allison
turns into Acrobatica, the limber thief.
Mistress Orgasmia and Rick quickly
realize they are not the only superheroes
out fighting crime and that superheroes get
quite horny when out at night in
tight-fitting clothing. Everyone meets up
with erotic hilarity ensuing in this naughty
and EROTIC SUPERHERO PARODY.
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Nobody cares about the sidekick. Nobody.
Bonus speech from Vigor at the end! Plus
Letters!!!
You know Rick you cannot
have sex with everyone. Someone is
jealous. No, I will just have revenge sex
later. When we are together? Yeah.
Threesome! Rick, you have to exercise
more self-control with your member. It
gives people special powers. Please try to
be more responsible in the future.
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